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Transforming growth factor β isoforms (TGF-β) are among the most recently
evolved members of a signaling superfamily with more than 30 members.
TGF-β play vital roles in regulating cellular growth and differentiation, and
they signal through a highly restricted subset of receptors known as TGF-β
type I receptor (TβR-I) and TGF-β type II receptor (TβR-II). TGF-β's specificity
for TβR-I has been proposed to arise from its pre-helix extension, a fiveresidue loop that binds in the cleft between TGF-β and TβR-II. The structure
and backbone dynamics of the unbound form of the TβR-I extracellular
domain were determined using NMR to investigate the extension's role in
binding. This showed that the unbound form is highly similar to the bound
form in terms of both the β-strand framework that defines the three-finger
toxin fold and the extension and its characteristic cis-Ile54-Pro55 peptide bond.
The NMR data further showed that the extension and two flanking 310 helices
are rigid on the nanosecond-to-picosecond timescale. The functional
significance of several residues within the extension was investigated by
binding studies and reporter gene assays in cultured epithelial cells. These
demonstrated that the pre-helix extension is essential for binding, with Pro55
and Pro59 each playing a major role. These findings suggest that the pre-helix
extension and its flanking prolines evolved to endow the TGF-β signaling
complex with its unique specificity, departing from the ancestral promiscuity
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of the bone morphogenetic protein subfamily, where the binding interface of
the type I receptor is highly flexible.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Transforming growth factor β isoforms (TGF-β)
are secreted signal ligands that play vital roles in
coordinating wound healing, modulating immune
cell function, maintaining the extracellular matrix,
and regulating epithelial and endothelial cell
growth and differentiation. 1 The importance of
TGF-β is underscored by their conservation among
vertebrates and their demonstrated roles in a
variety of human diseases, including tissue
fibrosis 2 and cancer. 3 TGF-β are members of an
extended signaling superfamily that arose in early
metazoans. 4 The superfamily has greatly diversified, with more than 30 known members in
vertebrates. This includes three TGF-β (TGF-β1,
TGF-β2, and TGF-β3); activins and inhibins, which
regulate the release of pituitary hormones; bone
morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), which play fundamental roles in regulating embryonic patterning;
and the closely related growth and differentiation
factors (GDFs), which regulate cartilage and
skeletal development.
TGF-β transduce their signals by binding and
bringing together two structurally related singlepass transmembrane receptor kinases, known as
TGF-β type I receptor (TβR-I) and TGF-β type II
receptor (TβR-II). 5 This triggers a transphosphorylation cascade that begins with TβR-II-mediated
activation of TβR-I kinase, and it propagates to
intracellular effectors, including both canonical
receptor-mediated Smad proteins (R-Smads) 1 and
non-Smads. 6 This manner of signaling is shared by
all ligands of the superfamily, although TGF-β and
activins bind and signal through a highly restricted subset of type I and type II receptors, namely
TβR-I (Alk5)/TβR-II and ActR-Ib (Alk4)/ActRIIa/b, respectively, whereas the more numerous
and varied BMPs/GDFs promiscuously bind and
signal through multiple type I and type II receptors, including BMPR-Ia (Alk3), BMPR-Ib
(Alk6), Alk1, and Alk2, and ActR-IIa, ActR-IIb,
and BMPR-II. TGF-β and activins are further
distinguished from BMPs and GDFs in that their
type I receptors activate R-Smads 2 and 3, while
the BMP and GDF type I receptors activate RSmads 1, 5, and 8. 7 These two subclasses of
Smads, upon association with Smad 4, assemble
distinct transcriptional complexes and thus activate
distinct subsets of genes. 8
Structural studies have shown that TGF-β and
BMPs bind and assemble their receptors in a distinct
manner. 9–14 TGF-β bind their receptors, TβR-I and
TβR-II, on the underside of the “fingers” and

“fingertips,” respectively, while the BMPs bind
their type I and type II receptors on the “wrist”
and “knuckles,” respectively (Fig. 1a and b). This
places the type I and type II receptors in direct
contact within the TGF-β receptor complex, but not
with the BMP. The direct receptor–receptor contact
has been shown to be responsible for the pronounced stepwise manner with which TGF β bind
TβR-II and recruit TβR-I, 11 and is further thought to
underlie TGF-β's high specificity for binding and
recruiting TβR-I. 11,15
TβR-I's distinctive manner of binding, where it
principally contacts TβR-II and the TGF-β monomer to which TβR-II is bound, 11,13 is thought to be
driven by its pre-helix extension, a five-residue
segment preceding a short solvent-exposed 310
helix (Fig. 1c). The pre-helix extension, which is
also present in ActR-Ib but is absent in other type I
receptors of the superfamily (Fig. 1c), adopts a
tight turn that wedges between TβR-II and the
underside of the TGF-β fingers 11,13 (Fig. 1a). The
key structural features of the extension include
Pro55 at the N-terminal end, which adopts a cis
peptide bond; Asp57 and Arg58, which ion pair
with TGF-β Lys97 and TβR-II Asp118, respectively; and Pro59, whose pyrrolidine ring forms the
edge of a hydrophobic pocket on the surface of
TβR-I (Fig. 1a). This pocket accommodates Val22
and Phe24 from the N-terminal tail of TβR-II and
represents one of the key receptor–receptor interactions in the complex, as shown through
functional analyses of TβR-II variants bearing
substitutions in the tail. 11
BMPR-I not only lacks the pre-helix extension
but also binds in a distinct manner at the “wrist,”
where it has extensive contacts with both ligand
monomers, but not with the type II receptor.
Structural and functional studies have shown that
one of the key interaction elements that it employs
is the short helix homologous to the short helix of
the TβR-I pre-helix extension. 12,16 Recent NMR
studies of the BMPR-Ia extracellular domain
(BMPR-Ia ED) have shown that this helix undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon binding, suggesting a mechanism by which it
promiscuously binds multiple BMPs. 17
The solution structure and backbone dynamics
of the unbound form of the TβR-I extracellular
domain (TβR-I ED) are presented here. TβR-I's
principal interaction element, the pre-helix extension, is shown to be structurally ordered and to
adopt a configuration highly similar to that of the
bound form, including the Ile54-Pro55 cis-prolyl
peptide bond. Pro55, Pro59, and, to a lesser extent,
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Fig. 1. Distinct modes of receptor binding for TGF-β and BMPs. Surface representations of the ligand/type I receptor/type II receptor ternary complexes with
TGF-β3 (a) and BMP-2 (b) (PDB codes: 2PJY and 2H64, respectively). The TβR-I pre-helix extension, Pro55-Arg56-Asp57-Arg58-Pro59 (shaded cyan), fills the cavity
between TβR-II and the TGF-β monomer to which TβR-II is bound and completes a hydrophobic pocket into which Val22 and Phe24 from the TβR-II N-terminal tail
bind. (c) Sequence alignment of the seven known type I receptors in humans reveals the conserved secondary structural features and disulfides that define the receptor
three-finger toxin fold. Secondary structural elements shown above the Alk1, Alk2, Alk3, and Alk6 and Alk4, Alk5, and Alk7 sequences correspond to those present in
the bound form of Alk3 and (PDB code: 1REW) and Alk5 (PDB code: 2PJY), respectively. Structural elements that are important in enabling the distinct mode of BMP
and TβR-I binding, the phenylalanine knob, and the pre-helix extension are highlighted in magenta and cyan, respectively. Structurally disordered segments in the
BMPR-Ia, BMPR-Ib, and TβR-I complex structures (PDB codes: 1REW, 3EVS, and 2PJY) are shaded green.
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Arg58 are further shown to be essential in enabling
TβR-I's recruitment into the TGF-β receptor
complex. The significance of these findings is
discussed in light of TGF-β's reported high
specificity for its signaling receptors and recent
reports suggesting that TGF-β might recruit and
activate, albeit weakly, type I receptors that lack a
pre-helix extension. 18–20

Results
Resonance assignments
The structural elucidation of the unbound form of
BMPR-Ia ED by NMR shed light as to the structural
and dynamic changes that occur upon ligand
binding. 12,17 The objective of this study was to
perform a similar assessment for TβR-I ED, with a
particular focus on its pre-helix extension. Towards
this goal, we took advantage of the previously
reported bacterial expression and refolding
method 21 to generate structurally homogeneous
preparations of human TβR-I ED. This expression
construct, as well as that used in the crystallization
of the TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β3 complex, 11 included
the entire region between the predicted signal
peptide cleavage site and the transmembrane
domain (101 residues and 10 cysteines). 22 This
protein, termed TβR-I 1–101 (residues 1–101 of
TβR-I ED), yielded a well-dispersed 1H– 15N shift
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correlation spectrum (Supplementary Material,
Fig. 1) but slowly precipitated at 25 °C when
the concentration was higher than about 0.1 mM,
hindering our ability to collect NMR spectra of
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for assignment and
structure determination.
Solubility was improved, with stable samples at
0.2–0.3 mM, by eliminating the first 6 residues
(residues 1–6) and the last 10 residues (residues 92–
101). Residues 1–6 were structurally disordered in
the crystal structure of the TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β3
complex and may be responsible for the limited
solubility of TβR-I 1–101, as the SignalP algorithm 23
indicates that these correspond to the C-terminal
portion of the signal peptide, not to the N-terminal
region of the mature extracellular domain. 11 Residues 88–101 were also structurally disordered in the
crystal structure of the TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β3 complex; thus, truncation of the N-terminal and Cterminal regions, while serving to improve solubility, would not be expected to affect either the folding
properties or the binding properties.
The 1H– 15N heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) spectrum of the shortened construct,
TβR-I 7–91, exhibited a pattern nearly identical with
that of TβR-I 1–101, except that it lacked several
intense backbone amide resonances in the randomcoil region (7.9–8.5 ppm 1H) (Supplementary Material, Fig. 1). The truncation had no detectable effect
on its affinity for the TβR-II/TGF-β3 binary
complex, as shown through surface plasmon

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional 1H– 15N
HSQC spectrum of 0.2 mM 15N
TβR-I 7–91 in 25 mM sodium
phosphate, 0.02% sodium azide,
and 5% 2H2O (pH 6.6) recorded at
300 K at a magnetic field strength
of 14.1 T (600 MHz 1H). Peaks are
labeled according to their resonance
assignments (residues are numbered as in Fig. 1c). Broken circles
indicate the location of backbone
amides of Ser67 and Ser69, which
do not appear at the contour level
plotted. Horizontal broken bars
designate the side-chain –NH 2
groups of asparagine and glutamine.
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resonance (SPR)-based binding studies in which
variable concentrations of TβR-I 7–91 and TβR-I 1–
101 were injected over a TGF-β3 surface in the
presence of a near-saturating concentration of the
TβR-II extracellular domain (TβR-II ED) (Supplementary Material, Fig. 2), confirming that truncation
of the N-terminal and C-terminal regions had no
detectable effect on either the folding properties or
the binding properties of TβR-I ED.
The backbone resonances of TβR-I 7–91 were
assigned by uniformly labeling it with 13C and 15N
and by acquiring sensitivity-enhanced triple-resonance data sets with 0.2–0.3 mM samples in 25 mM
sodium phosphate (pH 7.2) (Materials and
Methods). These spectra allowed for the sequencespecific assignment of all the expected backbone
amide signals of TβR-I 7–91, except for Lys19 (Fig. 2).
The side-chain 1H and 13C assignments, including
stereospecific assignments of the side-chain methyl
groups of valine and leucine, were obtained by
extending from the backbone using established
methods (Materials and Methods).
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Secondary structure and configuration of the
Ile54-Pro55 peptide bond
The secondary shifts of TβR-I 7–91 were analyzed
using the program PECAN, which provides secondary structure probabilities on a residue-byresidue basis 24 (Fig. 3a). This analysis showed that
the secondary structure of the uncomplexed form of
TβR-I 7–91 is composed of five β-strands: β1
(residues 10–14), β2 (residues 23–27), β3 (residues
29–37), β4 (residues 41–47), and β5 (residues 72–78).
PECAN analysis also identified one α-helix (residues 65–68), although this was with reduced
probability compared to the regions of β-strand.
This framework is in close accord with that from the
bound structures, although it lacked the two 310
helices flanking the pre-helix extension: one from
residues 50–52 and the other from residues 60–62
(Fig. 3a).
The Ile54-Pro55 peptide bond adopts a near-cis
configuration in its bound form (ω equal to 2 ° and
− 12° in the TGF-β1 and TGF-β3 complex structures,

Fig. 3. TβR-I alone adopts a similar overall secondary structure and cis-prolyl peptide bond compared to the bound
form. (a) Secondary structural probabilities for the unbound form of TβR-I, deduced on the basis of secondary shifts using
the program PECAN, 24 correlate closely with secondary structures for the TGF-β1-bound and TGF-β3-bound forms of
TβR-I (PDB codes: 3KFD and 2PJY, respectively). Secondary structures were calculated from the structures of the bound
forms using the program DSSP. 25 (b) cis-Xaa-Pro and trans-Xaa-Pro peptide bonds are characterized by close interproton
distances between Xaa H α and either Pro H α or Pro H δ1/H δ2, respectively. 26 (c) Strips from a 3D 13C-edited NOESY
spectrum from the C α/H α positions of Ile54 H α, Pro55 H α, Pro55 H δ1, and Pro55 H δ2. NOEs between Ile54 H α and Pro55
H α indicative of a cis peptide bond are identified by broken lines. Positive and negative signals are drawn with black and
red contours, respectively.
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respectively); thus, it was of interest to determine
whether this peptide bond was also in the cis
configuration in the unbound form. This was
initially assessed by comparing the chemical shifts
for the Pro C β and C γ resonances relative to the
database values for the cis and trans forms. 27,28 This
showed that the C β and C γ chemical shifts for Pro55
(33.9 and 25.6 ppm, respectively) closely matched
the reported database values for the cis
configuration 29 (33.8 ± 1.2 and 24.4 ± 0.7 ppm),
whereas those for Pro59, Pro64, and Pro88 (32.8
and 28.5, 32.1 and 27.4, and 32.0 and 27.3 ppm,
respectively) matched the database values for the
trans configuration 29 (31.8 ± 1.0 and 27.4 ± 0.9 ppm).
A three-dimensional (3D) 13C-edited nuclear
Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY)
spectrum of TβR-I 7–91 was recorded and
evaluated for nuclear Overhauser enhancements
(NOEs) involving Ile54 and Pro55 to directly
determine whether the Ile54-Pro55 peptide bond
was in cis configuration. The spectrum exhibited
intense NOEs between the H α of Pro55 and the
H α of its preceding residue, Ile54, with the
concomitant absence of NOEs between Pro55
H δ1 and H δ2 and Ile54 H α (Fig. 3c). The former
NOEs are diagnostic of a cis peptide bond, while
the latter NOEs are diagnostic of a trans peptide
bond (Fig. 3b). 26 This supports the conclusions of
the indirect analysis and shows that the Pro55 of
the unbound form of TβR-I 7–91 adopts the cis
configuration.
TβR-I 7–91 solution structure
Chemical shift analysis suggests that the overall
structure of the uncomplexed form of TβR-I 7–91
is not significantly different from that of the
bound form, although the extent of this similarity,
particularly the pre-helix extension and its flanking 310 helices, remains unknown. To investigate
this, we determined the solution structure of TβRI 7–91 using simulated annealing (SA) with
torsion-angle dynamics, as implemented in the
program ARIA 1.2. 30 The input data for the
calculations consisted of 1017 experimental restraints, including 856 NOE distance restraints,
106 TALOS-predicted ϕ and ψ restraints, 24
3
JHNHa restraints, and 31 1H– 15N residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs) (Table 1).
A superposition of the ten lowest-energy structures, consistent with NOE, chemical-shift-derived
dihedral, 3JHNHa coupling, and RDC restraints, is
shown in Fig. 4a. The regions of regular secondary
structure—β1 (residues 10–13), β2 (residues 22–25),
β3 (residues 29–36), β4 (residues 41–49), 310-1
(residues 50–52), 310-2 (residues 60–62), and β5
(residues 71–79)—were well-defined, with a backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.45 Å,
while the structurally ordered core, which extends
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Table 1. Structural statistics for TβR-I 7–91
Total restraints
NOE distance restraints
Sequential restraints (|i − j| = 1)
Short range (2 ≤ |i − j| ≤ 5)
Long range (|i − j| N 5)
Dihedral restraints
ϕ
ψ
RDC restraints
1
DNH
Coupling restraints
3
JHNHa
Deviation among ensemble
Bonds (Å)
Angles (°)
Impropers (°)
Dihedral restraints (°)
RDC
1
DNH (Hz)
JHNα restraints (Hz)
Ramachandran plota
Most favored (%)
Additionally allowed (%)
Generously allowed (%)
Disallowed (%)
Overall precision
Secondary structure
Backboneb
Heavyb
Ordered residuesc
Backboneb
Heavyb

1017
355
147
354
52
54
31
24
0.002 ± 0.001
0.41 ± 0.04
0.38 ± 0.04
0.45 ± 0.10
0.38 ± 0.06
0.59 ± 0.0.05
65.6
28.7
3.1
2.6
0.45
1.04
1.14
1.25

Structural statistics are calculated for the ensemble of the 10
lowest-energy structures.
a
Calculated using the program PROCHECK.25
b
Backbone atoms include NH, Cα, and CO; heavy includes all
non-hydrogen atoms.
c
Ordered residues correspond to residues 9–37, 41–63, and 71–
84; secondary structure corresponds to residues 10–13, 23–26, 29–
36, 41–48, 50–52, 60–62, and 71–77.

from residue 10 to residue 88 and includes several
loops, had a backbone RMSD of 1.14 Å (Table 1). The
terminal regions (residues 7–9 and 89–91) yielded
very few long-range NOEs and were disordered in
the final structures. The stereochemical quality of
the core, as assessed by the program PROCHECK,
was typical of a well-refined structure, with 94.2% of
the residues in the most favored or additionally
allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot (Table 1).
The residues in the disallowed region of the
Ramachandran plot were nearly all positioned in
the terminal regions or loops.
The pre-helix extension resides in an extended
segment from residue 49 to residue 71 that
connects the C-terminal end of β-strand 4 with
the N-terminal end of β-strand 5. This segment is
solvent exposed and protrudes significantly from
the structured core, yet the N-terminal half
(residues 49–62), which includes the pre-helix
extension, is surprisingly well-ordered (Fig. 4a).
Three structural features appear to contribute to
this ordering. These include the Cys24-Cys47 and
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Fig. 4. Ensemble of the 10 lowest-energy NMR structures of the unbound form of TβR-I 7–91. (a) Stereo view of the
superimposition of the backbone of the 10 lowest-energy structures of the unbound form of TβR-I 7–91 after refinement
(RMSD for backbone atoms in regular secondary structures: 0.49 Å). β-strands, dark blue; 310 helices, red; loops, dark
green; disulfide bonds, yellow; pre-helix extension (P55-R56-D57-R58-P59), cyan. Secondary structural elements and
other key structural features, including loops, the N-terminus, and the C-terminus, are indicated. (b) Ribbon diagram of a
representative low-energy structure highlighting its secondary structural elements and overall fold.

Cys62-Cys76 disulfide bonds, which serve as rigid
anchors on the N-terminal and C-terminal ends,
respectively; the two flanking 310 helices, which
serve as rigid adaptors; and the pre-helix extension, which adopts a tight turn with the Ile54Pro55 peptide bond in the cis configuration.
Internal dynamics of TβR-I 7–91
The internal flexibility of TβR-I 7–91 was investigated by measuring 15N T1, 15N T2, and { 1H}– 15N
NOE relaxation parameters at a 15N frequency of
60.8 MHz. The raw relaxation data were first
analyzed to determine the extent of diffusional
anisotropy (D||/D⊥) by fitting the T1/T2 data to a
model with axial symmetry. 31 This yielded a D||/D⊥
of 1.32 and an averaged rotational correlation time,
τavg, of 7.35 ns. The normalized error for the fit (0.56)
was significantly lower than that assuming isotropic
diffusion (1.9) or that assuming anisotropic diffusion
but with a randomized relaxation data set (1.8),
justifying the additional parameters associated with
the anisotropic model.
Model-free formalism was used and anisotropic
tumbling was assumed, with the parameters for
overall diffusion derived by the analysis above
(τavg = 7.35 ns, D||/D⊥ = 1.32, θ = 114 °, ϕ = 160°), to
analyze the internal dynamics of TβR-I 7–91. The
model-free fits were carried out using the program
ModelFree4, and the procedure of Mandel et al. was
used for model selection. 32 This yielded statistically
significant fits for all residues. The derived parameters show that the N-terminal and C-terminal
regions are highly flexible on the nanosecond-topicosecond timescale, while the regions of regular
secondary structure are rigid, with a mean S 2 of
0.82 ± 0.03 (Fig. 5). The boundaries that demarcate

the terminal segments from the structured core
correspond closely to the boundaries between the
structurally ordered regions and the disordered
regions in the bound crystal structures. 11,13 The
internal loops exhibit varying degrees of disorder,
with loop 2 exhibiting negligible disorder (minimum S 2 = 0.8); with loop 1, loop 3, and the prehelix extension exhibiting moderate disorder (minimum S 2 = 0.6); and with loop 4 exhibiting significant disorder (minimum S 2 = 0.3).
The relaxation data further highlight the significant difference in flexibility between the N-terminal
half and the C-terminal half of the segment bridging
β-strands 4 and 5. The N-terminal half (residues 49–
62), which includes the pre-helix extension and the
two flanking 310 helices, is largely rigid, with both
310 helices being highly rigid (S 2 = 0.85 and higher)
and with the intervening pre-helix extension being
only moderately flexible, with the most dynamic
residue being Arg58 (S 2 = 0.68). The C-terminal half
(residues 63–71), designated as loop 4, is, in contrast,
highly flexible, with residue 70 at its tip exhibiting
an S 2 value comparable to that of the terminal
regions (S 2 = 0.33).
Comparison of the free and bound
conformations of TβR-I
The unbound form of TβR-I determined by NMR
superimposes well with the bound form of the TβRI/TβR-II/TGF-β3 and TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β1 crystal structures, 11,13 with a backbone RMSD of 1.4–
1.5 Å over the regions of regular secondary structure
and with an overall RMSD of 3.1–3.2 Å. The high
level of similarity of the β-strand framework is
shown by the overlay of the unbound and bound
forms presented in Fig. 6a (leftmost subpanel). This
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Fig. 5. Model-free parameters for
TβR-I backbone amides derived by
the fitting of 15N T1, 15N T2, and
15
N–{ 1H} NOE data recorded at a
magnetic field strength of 14.1 T.
Lipari–Szabo S 2, Sf2, τe, and Rex
parameters are shown from top to
bottom, respectively. Missing Sf2, τe,
and Rex data points indicate that
this parameter was not included in
the motional model for that residue.
Schematic representation of the
TβR-I secondary structure shown
along the top was derived by DSSP
analysis 25 of the 10 lowest-energy
structures.

overlay also highlights the high level of similarity of
the pre-helix extension and the two flanking 310
helices, 310-1 and 310-2, which superimpose nearly as
well as the β-strand regions. The fact that the two 310
helices are present in the unbound form, even
though they were not predicted based on their
secondary shifts (Fig. 3a), is likely due to their short
length and factors other than backbone dihedral
angles that influence their shifts.
The region that deviated most from the bound
form was loop 4, the extended segment from
residues 63–71 (Fig. 6a, left). The difference in
structure in loop 4 is likely a consequence of its
intrinsic flexibility in both the unbound form and the
bound form. The flexibility in the unbound form was
directly demonstrated by an analysis of the backbone relaxation parameters, where the order parameter, S 2, was as low as 0.33 (Fig. 5). The flexibility in
the bound form is suggested by the absence of
interpretable electron density in the crystal structure
of the TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β1 complex from residues
64–71 (in one of the molecules in the asymmetric unit
and from residues 67–70 in the other) 13 and the
reported weak density and elevated B-factors in this
region in the crystal structure of the TβR-I/TβR-II/
TGF-β3 complex. 11 Although flexible, this region
also appears to have an intrinsic propensity to form
an α-helix, with residues 64–67 having about a 50%

probability of forming an α-helix based on the
secondary shifts of the unbound form (Fig. 3a).
This propensity is also evident in the bound form,
where residues 64–68 of TβR-I were modeled as an
α-helix in the crystal structure of the TβR-I/TβR-II/
TGF-β3 complex. The presence of this short helix in
the crystal structure of the TβR-I/TβR-II/TGF-β3
complex, but not in TGF-β1, is likely due to slight
differences in the way that TβR-I is positioned in the
two complexes, with loop 4 making a slight contact
with the C-terminal end of TGF-β α-helix 3 in the
TGF-β3 complex, but not in TGF-β1. 13 Thus, this loop
appears to undergo a transition between a random
coil and a α-helix in the unbound state, and while this
helix is partially stabilized in the TGF-β3 receptor
complex, it is evidently not stabilized in TGF-β1.
Comparison of the unbound and bound forms
of TβR-I and BMPR-Ia
The unbound form of TβR-I differs significantly
from the unbound form of BMPR-Ia in the extended
segment between the C-terminal end of β-strand 4
and the N-terminal end of β-strand 5 (Fig. 6a and b).
The N-terminal half up to the second 310 helix (310-2)
is highly structured in the unbound form of TβR-I
but is disordered in the unbound form of BMPR-Ia
(Fig. 6a and b). 17 These differences are significant, as
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Fig. 6. The key interaction element of TβR-I, the pre-helix extension, is structurally ordered prior to binding, while that
of BMPR-Ia, the nascent helix harboring the “knob,” is not. (a) Left: Superimposition of the cartoon representations of the
lowest-energy structures for free TβR-I 7–91 (dark green) and TGF-β3-bound TβR-I (light green). Center: Stick
representation of the ensemble of the five lowest-energy solution structures for free TβR-I 7–91. Right: Surface and cartoon
representation of the TGF-β3-bound form of TβR-I, with the extent of cyan coloring corresponding to the fraction of the
total surface area buried in the TGF-β3/TβR-II/TβR-I crystal structure (PDB code: 2PJY). The pre-helix extension in the
unbound form is shaded dark blue in the left and middle panels. (b) Left: Superimposition of the cartoon representations
of the lowest-energy structures for free BMPR-Ia ED (magenta) and BMP-2-bound BMPR-Ia ED (pink). Center: Stick
representation of the ensemble of BMPR-Ia solution structures (PDB code: 2K3G). Right: Surface and cartoon
representation of the BMP-2-bound form of BMPR-Ia ED, with the extent of cyan coloring corresponding to the fraction of
the total surface area buried in the BMP-2/ActR-IIb/BMPR-Ia crystal structure (PDB code: 2H64). The nascent helix of
BMPR-Ia is shaded dark blue in the left and middle panels.

TβR-I's primary interaction element, the pre-helix
extension, is structurally ordered and conformationally similar to the bound form (Fig. 6a), whereas
BMPR-I's primary interaction element, the short helix
positionally conserved with respect to TβR-I's 310-2, is
structurally disordered and undergoes a disorder-toorder transition upon binding 12,17 (Fig. 6b).
Role of pre-helical residues in TβR-I recruitment
and signaling
The TβR-I pre-helix extension lies at the center of
the interface with TGF-β and TβR-II (Fig. 6a, right)
and therefore likely plays a critical role in enabling
TβR-I's recruitment by the TGF-β/TβR-II binary

complex. To investigate this, we substituted several
residues within the extension and evaluated them
for their effects on recruitment and signaling. The
substituted residues included Pro55, Arg58, and
Pro59, all of which fall within the extension and
appear to be important in either determining the
overall conformation of the extension (cis-Ile54Pro55) or enabling interactions with TβR-II (Arg58
and Pro59). Pro64, which is outside the extension
and contacts neither TGF-β nor TβR-II in the
complex, was also substituted to control for possible
indirect effects on binding.
TβR-I ED folds poorly, with native species
representing only a small fraction of the total pool
of folded monomers. The folding mixture is
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Fig. 7. SPR binding profiles of TβR-I 7–91 variants bearing substitutions within the pre-helix extension. Control
experiments in which either TβR-II ED (a) or TβR-I 7–91 (b) alone was injected over an amine-coupled TGF-β3 surface.
The sensorgrams shown were obtained with serial 2-fold dilutions of the injected receptor (8.0–0.016 and 0.5–0.002 μM for
TβR-II and TβR-I, respectively). (c–g) Recruitment experiments where WT TβR-I 7–91 or P55G, R58A, P59G, and P64A
TβR-I 7–91 variants were injected over a TGF-β3 surface in the presence of a near-saturating concentration of TβR-II
(2.0 μM). The inclusion of TβR-II was achieved by adding it both to the injected samples and to the SPR running buffer.
The sensorgrams shown were obtained with serial 2-fold dilutions of the injected receptor (2.0–0.0156 μM for WT, 10.0–
0.078 μM for P55G, 5.0–0.312 μM for R58A, 32.0–0.063 μM for P59G, and 2.2–0.043 μM for P64A). (h) Plots of the
normalized equilibrium response as a function of injected receptor concentration for the recruitment of WT TβR-I and
P55G, R58A, P59G, and P64A variants by the TβR-II/TGF-β3 complex. Continuous line corresponds to fits of the
experimental data to Req = (Req × concentration)/(Kd + concentration).

sequentially fractionated on high-resolution cationexchange and reverse-phase columns to isolate the
native species. This procedure is normally implemented in conjunction with a native gel binding
activity assay 21 that allows native species to be
detected. The native gel binding assay is easily
applied, but its drawback is that it fails to detect
native TβR-I when the Kd value for binding and
recruitment by the TβR-II/TGF-β complex is diminished by about 15-fold or more. 11
There was detectable native gel activity in the
initial ion-exchange eluate for the Pro64-Ala variant

(P64A), but not for the Pro55-Gly, Arg58-Ala, and
Pro59-Gly variants (P55G, R58A, and P59G, respectively). To work around this, we divided the broad
peak from the ion-exchange eluates for the P55G,
R58A, and P59G variants into three parts and
fractionated them using reverse-phase chromatography. Each of the major peaks from the reversephase eluates was exchanged into NMR buffer
[25 mM sodium phosphate and 5% 2H2O (pH 7.2)]
and examined using one-dimensional 1H NMR to
identify the native species. The spectra obtained
were examined for the dispersion of methyl and
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Table 2. Dissociation constants for the binding of TβR-I 7–
91 variants to TGF-β3 in the presence of a near-saturating
concentration of TβR-II (2 μM)
Analyte
TβR-II ED
TβR-I 7–91
TβR-I 7–91
P55G TβR-I 7–91
R58A TβR-I 7–91
P59G TβR-I 7–91
P64A TβR-I 7–91

Saturating receptor

Kd (μM)

Rmax (RU)

None
None
2 μM TβR-II ED
2 μM TβR-II ED
2 μM TβR-II ED
2 μM TβR-II ED
2 μM TβR-II ED

0.52 ± 0.04
ND
0.31 ± 0.02
ND
20.2 ± 2.2
ND
0.30 ± 0.03

445 ± 19
ND
536 ± 28
ND
750 ± 38
ND
362 ± 23

All Kd values, except that for R58A TβR-I, were determined by
fitting the observed concentration-dependent maximal response
to derive both Kd and Rmax; for R58A TβR-I, Kd was fitted, but
Rmax was fixed at the same value obtained for TβR-II binding over
the same surface.
ND, not determined due to the minimal response observed.

amide signals beyond the random-coil limits and for
the correspondence of the overall pattern compared
to wild type (WT). This identified one predominant
species in the reverse-phase chromatograms of each
of the variants, with signals beyond the random-coil
limits, downfield of 8.5 ppm for the amides, and
upfield of 0.8 ppm for the methyl groups. The
predominant native-like species varied though in
the similarity of its spectral pattern to WT, with
P64A and R58A having the highest similarity, with
P59G having intermediate similarity, and with P55G
having the least similarity (Supplementary Material,
Fig. 3).
The binding affinity of the TβR-I variants for the
TβR-II/TGF-β binary complex was assessed using
SPR. This was accomplished by immobilizing

TGF-β3 on the sensor surface and by injecting
increasing concentrations of WT or variant TβR-I
in the presence of 2 μM TβR-II. The assay is
demonstrated in Fig. 7a–c, where TβR-II is shown
to bind TGF-β3 with high affinity, potentiating the
binding of TβR-I several hundred fold. The TβR-II
concentration for the recruitment experiments,
while only marginally saturating (roughly four
times the Kd), proved to be sufficient for the purpose
of these experiments, as experiments repeated with
WT TβR-I and twice the concentration of TβR-II in
the buffer (8 μM instead of 4 μM) led to only minor
changes in the measured Kd for TβR-I recruitment.
The data for the four TβR-I variants are presented in
Fig. 7d–g. As shown, P64A produced a robust
concentration-dependent response, R58A produced
an intermediate response, and P55G and P59G
produced detectable but very low responses. The
equilibrium response, Req, as a function of concentration, could be reliably fitted to derive the Kd and
maximal response, Rmax, for WT and P64A TβR-I.
The response for R58A TβR-I could also be fitted,
but only by constraining the maximal response,
Rmax, to the same value obtained for TβR-II (which
is similar in size to TβR-I). The responses for P55G
and P59G TβR-I were so weak that they could not be
reliably fitted even by constraining the maximal
response, Rmax. The fits for WT, R58A, and P64A
TβR-I are shown in Fig. 7h, and the derived values
are listed in Table 2. The data show that WT and
P64A TβR-I are indistinguishable (with Kd values of
0.31 ± 0.02 and 0.30 ± 0.03 μM, respectively) and that
R58A TβR-I is reduced roughly 65-fold relative to
WT (with a Kd of 20.2 ±2.2 μM). These results show

Fig. 8. Reporter gene assay for
variant receptor function. Reporter
gene activity was assayed by measuring luciferase activity in L17-R1b
mink lung epithelial cells transiently transfected with a fixed amount
of plasmid expressing WT TβR-I
and va ri a n ts , t o g et h e r with
CAGA12-Luc and β-galactosidase
reporters, as a function of increasing concentrations of added
TGF-β3. Luciferase values reported
are normalized by β-gal activity
and expressed as a percentage of
the maximum value attained by the
WT receptor. The Western blot
analysis of protein lysates prepared
from the transiently transfected
cells using a TβR-I polyclonal is
shown in the inset. EV, emptyvector-transfected cells.
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Table 3. Reporter gene activity of TβR-I variants
TβR-I variant
WT
P55G
R58A
P59G
P64A

EC50 (pM)
16.7 ± 2.3
31.3 ± 2.4
15.7 ± 2.5
48.5 ± 4.7
18.4 ± 1.5

that residues within the extension play critical roles
in enabling the recruitment of TβR-I, with Pro55
and Pro59 being absolutely essential and with
Arg58 contributing, although to a lesser extent.
The TβR-I variants were also studied in the
context of the full-length receptor in cultured cells.
This was accomplished by transiently transfecting a
vector expressing WT or variant TβR-I, along with a
TGF-β luciferase reporter, into L17-R1b mink lung
epithelial cells, a mutagenized cell line that lacks
endogenous TβR-I and is not TGF-β responsive. 33
The cells were also transfected with a β-galactosidase reporter to normalize for differences in
transfection efficiencies. The results showed that
there was a robust concentration-dependent luciferase response when the cells were transfected with
WT TβR-I, but not with an empty vector control
(Fig. 8). The three TβR-I variants, P55G, R58A, and
P59G, also induced a robust concentration-dependent luciferase response, but the apparent potency
was reduced for the P55G and P59G variants. The
differences were quantitated by fitting the observed
response as a function of concentration to a standard
dose–response curve (Fig. 8, Table 3). The results
show that WT, R58A, and P64A TβR-I were
essentially indistinguishable, with EC50 values of
16.7 ± 2.3, 15.7 ± 2.5, 18.4 ± 1.5 pM, respectively,
whereas P55G and P59G TβR-I were diminished in
their potency, with EC50 values of 31.3 ± 2.4 and 48.5
± 4.7 pM, respectively (Table 3). The differences in
activity among the variants could not be attributed
to differences in the levels at which the receptors
were expressed, as Western blot analysis for TβR-I
revealed roughly equal levels of expressed TβR-I in
lysates prepared from cells transfected with WT
TβR-I and variants (Fig. 8, inset). There was no
detectable TβR-I in the cells transfected with the
empty vector, demonstrating the specificity of the
antibody used in the Western blot analysis and
further demonstrating that the activity must arise
from the transfected plasmid DNA (not from
endogenous WT TβR-I).

Discussion
TGF-β play vital roles in coordinating wound
repair and in regulating the adaptive immune
system—functions essential for the long-term survival of humans and other higher vertebrates.

TGF-β regulate these indispensable functions, without apparent interference from other members of the
superfamily, by signaling through a highly restricted subset of receptors, known as TβR-I and TβR-II.
TGF-β's high specificity for TβR-II arises from two
hydrogen-bonded ion pairs formed by Arg/Lys and
Asp/Glu residues conserved among TGF-β and
TβR-II, but not other ligands or type II receptors of
the superfamily. 34,35 TGF-β specificity for TβR-I
likely arises from its pre-helix extension, an exposed
loop that binds in the cleft between TGF-β and TβRII, but this has not been investigated.
The present results show that the unbound form
of TβR-I is structurally similar to the bound form not
only in terms of the β-strand framework and the five
disulfide bonds that stabilize it but also in terms of
the pre-helix extension and the two 310 helices that
flank it. The results further show that the pre-helix
extension and the two flanking 310 helices are rigid
on the nanosecond-to-picosecond timescale, with
the most flexible residue being Arg58 at the tip of the
extension with a Lipari–Szabo order parameter of
0.68 (Fig. 5). The accompanying purified component
binding studies showed that substitution of Pro55,
Arg58, and Pro59 within the extension perturbs
binding and recruitment of TβR-I, whereas substitution of Pro64, a residue outside the extension and
binding interface, does not. The Arg58 variant,
R58A, diminished the Kd for TβR-I recruitment by
about 65-fold, whereas the Pro55 and Pro59 variants, P55G and P59G, diminished the Kd even more
than this (Fig. 7, Table 2).
The accompanying one-dimensional 1H NMR
spectra clearly demonstrate that each of these
variants is folded, although, as noted, they differ
in how closely their patterns match WT, with P64A
and R58A (the variants least perturbed in their
binding) matching more closely than P55G and
P59G (the variants most perturbed in their binding)
(Supplementary Material, Fig. 3). The differences in
the one-dimensional 1H spectra of P55G and P59G
are probably due to structural changes arising from
the substitutions that are propagated through the
structure, rather than from a mispaired disulfide or
other folding defects, since parallel results were
obtained when the substitutions were studied in the
context of cultured epithelial cells (Fig. 8, Table 3).
The finding that large decreases in the measured
affinity for TβR-I recruitment by the TGF-β/TβR-II
complex translate into a much smaller decrease or
no detectable decrease in the cell-based assays has
been previously observed 11,36 and is likely due to a
combination of factors, including membrane localization effects that compensate for the weaker
binding between the extracellular domain of the
receptor and the TGF-β/TβR-II complex and the
demonstrated low inherent sensitivity of the luciferase reporter gene assay to reductions in signaling
output. 36,37 Together, these results show that the
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pre-helix extension is essential for the binding of
TβR-I by the TGF-β/TβR-II complex, with Pro55
and Pro59 being absolutely essential and with Arg58
contributing, although to a lesser extent.
The importance of Pro55 likely stems from its cis
peptide bond that is essential for accommodating
the extension within the cleft between TGF-β and
TβR-II. The interactions that stabilize Pro55 in the cis
configuration in the unbound form of the protein are
not known but, as mentioned, may arise from
restrictions in conformational space imposed by
the 310 helices that flank the extension and the
Cys24-Cys47 and Cys76-Cys62 disulfides that serve
as rigid anchors on the N-terminal side of 310-1 and
the C-terminal side of 310-2, respectively. The large
disruption in binding brought about by the substitution of Pro55 with glycine is probably due to the
glycine binding in the trans configuration and
compromising native-state interactions that are
dependent on the close complementarity between
the extension and the cleft into which it binds.
The fact that substitution of Pro59 is just as
disruptive as the substitution of Pro55 suggests
that this residue also plays an important role in
binding. This may be due to the disruption of the
hydrophobic pocket on the surface of TβR-I that
accommodates Val22 and Phe24 from the TβR-II Nterminal tail, but it may also be due to indirect
effects on Pro55. The latter is suggested by the
packing between Pro55 and Pro59 in the unbound
form, as shown by close interproton distances
between H δ1, H δ2 of Pro55, and H α of Pro59 (Fig.
3c), and that substitution of Pro59 appears to disrupt
TβR-I recruitment more than elimination of the
TβR-II N-terminal tail. 11
The finding that substitution of TβR-I Arg58
contributes to binding, but to a lesser degree, is
consistent with the prior finding that the residue
with which Arg58 pairs, TβR-II Asp118, also
contributes to recruitment, but to a limited degree
(3-fold reduction in Kd for TβR-I recruitment). 11
There are two additional residues within the
extension, Arg56 and Asp57: Arg56 might contribute to binding by ion pairing with TGF-β3 Lys97,
while Asp57 has no obvious partner and extends
into the solvent. These residues, however, were not
examined owing to the significant effort required to
refold and purify TβR-I variants, especially those
that lack detectable activity in the native gel assay.
The pre-formed conformation of the extension,
including cis-Pro55, presumably contributes to
binding by diminishing the degree of ordering that
the extension undergoes as it binds and by prepositioning residues within the extension to engage
TGF-β and TβR-II. This initial complex, stabilized
by interactions between TβR-I Arg58 and TβR-II
Asp118 and between hydrophobic portions of the
extension and hydrophobic residues on the TGF-β
fingers, is then presumably further stabilized by the
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binding-induced folding of the TβR-II N-terminal
tail, with TβR-II Val22 and Phe24 binding into the
hydrophobic pocket on the surface of TβR-I.
TGF-β's specificity for binding and recruiting
TβR-I has been extensively investigated, and while
ample data show that TβR-I is the primary receptor
for TGF-β, 33,38 other type I receptors bind and signal
in place of TβR-I. 18–20 The most extensively studied
is Alk1, which is expressed predominantly in
endothelial cells and forms a mixed receptor
complex with TGF-β, TβR-II, and TβR-I. 19 This
leads to the activation of Smads 1, 5, and 8, in
addition to Smads 2 and 3, and has been proposed to
underlie TGF-β opposing effects on the migration of
endothelial cells. This ‘lateral signaling’ phenomenon has also been shown to occur in the context of
several different normal and transformed cell lines
with the type I receptors Alk2 and Alk3. 18,20 The fact
that these type I receptors are capable of substituting
for TβR-I and transducing signals in response to
TGF-β, albeit with significantly reduced efficiency,
may reflect their ability to transiently bind into the
space between TβR-II and TGF-β, become phosphorylated by TβR-II, and signal. This presumes, of
course, that these receptors retain sufficient affinity
to bind even though they lack the critical pre-helix
extension. Although further experimentation is
required, this seems plausible given that elimination
of the extension, on one hand, would be expected to
greatly impair binding, while, on the other hand, the
drastic reduction in affinity might be compensated
for by membrane localization effects that promote
receptor binding and signaling.
The activin type I receptor, ActR-Ib, also includes
a pre-helix extension within its extracellular domain,
yet functional studies with TβR-I-deficient mink
lung epithelial cells show that ActR-Ib is not capable
of substituting for TβR-I and transducing signals in
response to TGF-β. 38,39 This is unexpected given the
importance of the pre-helix extension to the binding
and recruitment of TβR-I and the high level of
similarity of the extension in the two receptors,
–PRDRP– in TβR-I and –PAGKP– in ActR-Ib (Fig. 1c).
The most likely explanation for this apparent
contradiction is that ActR-Ib's extension either is
more flexible (due to its internal glycine residue) or
adopts a conformation distinct from that of TβR-I.
This would impair or prevent ActR-Ib from binding
into the cleft between TGF-β and TβR-II and thus
greatly attenuate any additional interactions that
stabilize the complex. The possibility that ActR-Ib's
extension might have increased flexibility or might
adopt an alternate conformation seems plausible,
given that the environment into which the extension
binds is expected to be entirely distinct. This follows,
since the extension is expected to contact activin on
the edges of the ligand fingers, as in the TGF-β
receptor complex, 40,41 yet the activin type II receptor
binds on the ligand “knuckles,” rather than
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“fingertips,” as in the TGF-β complex, 42 leaving
ActR-Ib without direct contact with its type II
receptor. This mixed mode of receptor binding,
with a BMP-like manner of type II receptor binding
and a TGF-β-like manner of type I receptor binding,
may have been a crucial step in contributing to a
membrane-independent highly cooperative recruitment mechanism peculiar to TGF-β ligand–receptor
complexes.
These results have shown that the manner by
which TGF-β binds and recruits its type I receptor,
TβR-I, is very different from the manner by which
BMPs bind their type I receptor, BMPR-Ia. TβR-I's
principal interaction element, the pre-helix extension, is ‘pre-ordered’ and does not undergo any
significant conformational changes on binding,
including the critical cis-Ile54-Pro55 peptide bond.
This, together with its overall rigidity and preordered conformation, is likely important for promoting the binding of TβR-I into the TGF-β receptor
complex by minimizing the change in configurational entropy. The high complementarity between
the extension and the cleft into which it binds is also
likely important in minimizing the binding of other
type I receptors, particularly BMPR-Ia, which lacks
the extension, but also the activin type Ib receptor,
which includes the extension but may adopt a
different conformation. BMPR-Ia's principal interaction element, the 1.6-turn α-helix structurally conserved with respect to TβR-I's 310-2 helix, is, in
contrast, largely structurally disordered in the
unbound form and undergoes a disorder-to-order
transition upon binding, with the two residues most
essential for binding (Phe85 and Gln86) undergoing
a large-scale reorientation to engage the ligand. 17
This flexibility in the binding site for the ligand on
the type I receptor has been proposed to be
necessary for enabling promiscuity in binding, an
essential feature for BMPs due to the large number
of ligands in comparison to the limited number of
receptors. 43

Materials and Methods
Protein purification
Human TβR-I ED was expressed in Escherichia coli using
a construct in which the coding sequence for residues 7–
91, following the predicted signal peptide cleavage site, 22
was inserted between the NdeI site and the BamHI site in
plasmid pET15b (Novagen, Madison WI). This construct,
termed TβR-I 7–91, was expressed and isolated using the
procedure previously reported for the full-length extracellular domain, TβR-I 1–101. 11,21 Briefly, this entailed
expression at 37 °C, refolding in the presence of a
glutathione redox couple at pH 8.0, cleavage with
thrombin to remove the N-terminal histidine tag, and
sequential fractionation on high-resolution cation-exchange
(Source S; GE Healthcare) and C18 reverse-phase (Jupiter
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C18 2 μM; Phenomenex) columns. Human TβR-II ED was
expressed in E. coli, refolded, and purified as previously
described. 44
NMR samples
Samples of TβR-I 7–91 for NMR spectroscopy were
prepared in a buffer consisting of 25 mM sodium
phosphate, 0.02% sodium azide, and 5% 2H2O (pH 7.2),
and were placed in 5-mm susceptibility-matched thinwall microcells (Shigemi). Samples uniformly labeled with
either 15N or 15N and 13C were prepared by culturing the
cells on M9 minimal medium with isotopically labeled
growth substrates following the procedure outlined by
Marley et al. 45 Fractionally 13C-labeled TβR-I 7–91 was
prepared using M9 medium enriched with 0.03 g/L [ 13C]
glucose and 0.27 g/L unlabeled glucose. 46
NMR spectrometers
All NMR experiments were performed at 27 °C on
Bruker 600-MHz and 700-MHz spectrometers with cryogenically cooled 5-mm 1H probes equipped with 13C and
15
N decoupler and pulsed-field gradient coils. All spectra
were processed using NMRPipe 47 and analyzed using the
program NMRView. 48
Resonance assignments
Backbone resonance assignments of TβR-I 7–91 were
obtained by collecting and analyzing sensitivity-enhanced
triple-resonance data sets, including HNCA, 4 9
HNCACB, 50 CBCA(CO)NH, 51 and HNCO. 52 Aliphatic
1
H and 13C assignments were obtained by collecting and
analyzing HBHA(CO)NH, 51 (H)CC(CO)NH, 53 H(CC)H
correlated spectroscopy, 54 and H(CC)H total correlated
spectroscopy 54 data sets. Aromatic ring assignments were
obtained from a CB(CGCD)HD data set. 55
Structural restraints
Interproton distance restraints were obtained by recording 3D 15N-edited and 13C-edited NOESY spectra at
700 MHz using a mixing time of 120 ms. Backbone φ and ψ
restraints were obtained by an analysis of the assigned
chemical shifts using the program TALOS. 56 φ was
additionally restrained by measuring 3JHNHa couplings
using an HNHA experiment. 57 Orientational restraints for
the backbone 1H– 15N bond vectors were obtained from
the difference in the measured 1H– 15N splittings in the
absence and in the presence of 10 mg/mL Pf1 phage
(Hyglos GmbH). 58 The couplings themselves were measured using a two-dimensional in-phase anti-phase (IPAP)
HSQC experiment modified to suppress signals arising
from –NH2. 59
Structural calculations
NOE distance restraints were initially derived by
manually assigning the 13C-edited and 15N-edited 3D
NOESY data sets. Initial structures were calculated using
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CNS 1.1 60 with the manually assigned NOEs, HN–H α Jcouplings, the TALOS-derived dihedral angles, and
1
H– 15N RDCs as restraints. Final refined structures were
calculated using ARIA 1.2 with the protein_allhdg force
field. 30 Restraints used in the ARIA calculations were
those noted above, but with approximately 30% more
NOEs identified by automated assignment within ARIA.
Fifty starting structures were generated based on a linear
template molecule with randomly associated velocities for
all atoms. For iterations 0–7, for which 50 structures were
calculated, the NOE distance restraints were recalibrated
by ARIA based on the 10 lowest-energy structures. The
violation tolerance was progressively reduced to 0.1 Å in
iteration 8, in which 200 structures were calculated. For
the structure calculations, a four-stage SA protocol that
employed torsion-angle dynamics was used. The hightemperature stage consisted of 10,000 steps at 10,000 K,
followed by three cooling stages: 8000 steps to 2000 K,
20,000 steps to 1000 K, and 15,000 steps to 50 K. During the
SA protocol, the force constant for the NOE restraints was
set to 0, 10, 10, and 50 kcal/mol/Å 2. The final 20 lowestenergy structures were further refined with explicit
water. 61
Measurement of backbone

15

N relaxation data

Backbone amide 15N T1, 15N T2, and{ 1H}– 15N NOE
relaxation parameters were measured in an interleaved
manner at 300 K at a 15N frequency of 60.8 MHz using 1Hdetected pulse schemes previously described. 62 The T1
and T2 data sets were each collected using 12 delay times,
varying between 8 and 1320 ms and between 8 and
192 ms, respectively. The T1 and T2 relaxation times were
obtained by fitting the relative peak intensities as a
function of T1 or T2 delay time to a two-parameter
decaying exponential.{ 1 H}– 15 N NOE values were
obtained by taking the ratio of peak intensities from
experiments performed with 1H presaturation to peak
intensities from experiments performed without 1 H
presaturation and by applying a correction factor to
account for the incomplete recovery of both 15N and 1H
magnetization. 63

motion were considered: S 2 (model 1); S 2 and τe (model 2);
S 2 and Rex (model 3); S 2, τe, and Rex (model 4); and S 2, Sf2,
and τe (model 5).
TβR-I variants and characterization of their
binding properties
Plasmids encoding TβR-I 7–91 P55G, R58A, P59G, and
P64A variants were generated by QuikChange (Stratagene)
site-directed mutagenesis and verified by sequencing over
the length of the cloned gene. The variants were expressed,
refolded, and purified as performed for the WT protein;
however, because no activity could be detected with native
gels for three of the four variants, it was necessary to divide
the initial eluate from the cation-exchange profile into
several sections and to fractionate each of these using C18
reverse-phase chromatography. The fractions corresponding to each of the major peaks in the reverse-phase column
eluates were subjected to one-dimensional 1H NMR
analysis to identify natively folded species.
The binding affinities of the TβR-I 7–91 variants for the
TβR-II/TGF-β3 binary complex were measured using a
Biacore 3000 SPR instrument, as previously described. 11
Briefly, this was achieved by immobilizing TGF-β3 on the
surface of a carboxymethylated dextran sensor chip (CM5;
GE Healthcare) and by injecting increasing concentrations
of the WT and variant receptors over the sensor chip in the
presence of a near-saturating concentration (2 μM) of the
purified TβR-II ED. Saturation with TβR-II ED was
accomplished by adding it to the running buffer and to
the injected samples. Brief injections (16 s) of 4 M
guanidine hydrochloride were used between cycles to
regenerate the surface. Instrument noise was removed by
referencing the data against three or more buffer blank
injections, while background signal was eliminated by
referencing the data against a blank flow cell. Kd values
were determined by fitting the equilibrium binding
response, Req, as a function of the injected receptor
concentration, [R], to Req = (Rmax [R])/(Kd + [R]) using the
program Profit (Quantum Soft).
Cell-based reporter gene assay and Western blot
analysis

Analysis of backbone relaxation data
The overall correlation time and the degree of diffusional anisotropy were determined by maximizing the
agreement between the experimentally measured 15N T1/
T2 ratio and the calculated 15N T1/T2 ratio for an axially
symmetric ellipsoid using the fitting procedure described
by Tjandra et al. 31 Amide bond vector orientations were
obtained from the five lowest-energy structures, and the
criterion given by Barbato et al. was used to identify and
eliminate from the calculations any residue undergoing
large-amplitude motion on the nanosecond-to-picosecond
timescale or exchange. 64 Internal dynamics were assessed
by analyzing the experimental 15N relaxation parameters
using the extended model-free formalism, 65–67 with the
overall correlation time and parameters relevant to
diffusional anisotropy derived from the analysis described
above. Internal motional parameters were derived using
the program ModelFree4, which employs F-statistics for
model selection. 32 Five different models for internal

The gene encoding full-length human TβR-I was
inserted between the HindIII site and the NotI site in
plasmid pRC/CMV (Invitrogen). Plasmids encoding TβRI P55G, R58A, P59G, and P64A variants were generated by
QuikChange (Stratagene) site-directed mutagenesis and
verified by sequencing over the length of the cloned gene.
L17-R1b mink lung epithelial cells, which do not express
TβR-I, 68 were plated on 24-well plates at 5 × 10 4 cells/well
in minimal essential medium supplemented with nonessential amino acids and 10% fetal calf serum. After 24 h,
cells were transfected with 80 ng/well WT and variant
TβR-I constructs, along with CAGA12 luciferase (0.25 mg/
well) 69 and β galactosidase reporters (0.175 mg/well),
using LT-1 transfection reagent (Mirus). Four hours after
transfection, the medium was replaced with TGF-β3
containing minimal essential medium with 0.2% fetal
calf serum. Luciferase production was quantified 48 h later
using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega) and
normalized with β-galactosidase activity using the β-
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Galactosidase Enzyme Assay System (Promega). Western
blot analyses were performed by running a constant
amount of total protein (10 μg), normalized by the β-gal
transfection efficiency, from the protein lysates prepared
from the transiently transfected L17-R1b cells on a
reducing 12% SDS gel. Protein was transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane, blocked with 5% non-fat dried
milk, and then probed with a rabbit TβR-I polyclonal
antibody (catalog number SC-398; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Blots were developed by incubation with a
horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody
and enhanced chemiluminescent detection (ECL+; GE
Healthcare).
Accession numbers
Chemical shifts assignments for TβR-I 7–91 have been
deposited in BioMagResBank under accession number
17276. The 10 lowest-energy structures satisfying all the
experimental distance, dihedral angle, and RDC restraints have been deposited under Protein Data Bank
(PDB) code 2L5S.
Supplementary materials related to this article can be
found online at doi:10.1016/j.jmb.2011.07.046
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